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From the Chief Executive
Welcome to the June edition 
of the Pulse which is packed 
with highlights from the past 
few months of activities, 
events and achievements 
from teams and individuals 
across our DHB. 

Our new Te Ahu Taranaki DHB 
Values were launched in May 
and I am delighted the values 
have been embraced by so 

many of our DHB employees. The five values -  
Partnerships / Whanaungatanga, Courage / Manawanui, 
Empowerment / Mana Motuhake, People Matter / 
Mahakitanga and Safety / Manaakitanga - define who we 
are as an organisation, the way we work with each other, 
our patients, whānau and external partners.  Our values will 
link to the ways in which we recognise each other and how 
we recruit for new positions through to how we discuss our 
performance, goals and aspiration’s.  I encourage you all to 
think about the Te Ahu Taranaki DHB Values and how we 
can all incorporate these into our day to day work.

We also celebrated International Nurses and Midwives 
day in May and it was great to see nurses sharing their 
stories and enthusiasm for their profession. Our current 
nursing workforce of approximately 900 senior, enrolled 
and causal nurses, midwives and healthcare assistants 

makes up almost half of our entire Taranaki DHB workforce. 
The unique contribution they all make to all hospital and 
community services would be unsustainable without them 
caring for our patients and community 24/7.

Last year we undertook a number of projects to achieve 
the HAP objectives including; Project Connect - The 
integration project connecting Taranaki’s health services; 
the development of a health literacy plan; a refresh of 
the organisational values – Te Ahu Taranaki DHB Values; 
and a Taranaki Health Ageing Strategy that has now been 
completed. These are only a few of the many projects we 
have on the go at the moment as part of the HAP. A small 
working group has now been formed to take responsibility 
for each of the focus areas and progress key objectives. 
Read on through The Pulse to find out more about these 
important projects. 

Finally, as I write this, Taranaki DHB is preparing for the 
nurses, midwives and health care assistants strike on 12 
July. We respect the right of the NZNO members to take 
industrial action and teams across the DHB are heavily 
involved in contingency planning to ensure emergency and 
essential services are still available. During strike action our 
DHB aims to keep everyone safe – patients and staff alike. 
I ask, on behalf of our DHB, that you support and respect 
each other, and the choices we all make during this period.

Rosemary Clements - CE

Partnership
WHANAUNGATANGA
We work together to 
achieve our goals.

People matter
MAHAKITANGA
We value each other, our 
patients and whānau.

Courage
MANAWANUI
We have the courage to 
speak up and advocate 
for each other.

Safety
MANAAKITANGA
We provide excellent 
service in a safe and 
trusted environment.

Empowerment
MANA MOTUHAKE
We support each other to 
make the best decisions.
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Over the months of April and May 2018, the following 
departments presented their annual reports to the 
Clinical Board:

• General Surgery
• Dental 
• Anaesthetics 

Over this time, the following Committees also 
presented their annual reports to the Clinical Board:

• Pharmacology & Therapeutics Committees
• Clinical Records Committee
• Advance Care Planning Steering Group

General Surgery Department
It has been a busy year for the department particularly 
in terms of recruitment and replacing staff. This has 
resulted in new services being created and introduced. 
Mr John Slavin, General Surgeon replaced Mr William 
Gilkison who retired in February this year and there has 
been the reintroduction of vascular surgery to the DHB 
with Mr Murray Cox commencing in July 2017. With 
the arrival of Mr James Johnston in August 2017, the 
urology service has undergone a change in the model 
of how these services are delivered in Taranaki.

The surgeons’ offices have been refurbished in the last 
few months and this has been a good morale boost for 
the department.

The department reported they had been struggling to 
recruit a gastroenterologist for a while however an offer 
has recently been made.

The Outpatients department is an ongoing issue for 
the team with the number of patients they need to 
see. There is a plan for the physical environment to be 
improved in the future.

Dental Department
The annual report for dental covers both community 
and hospital, and both departments have been going 
along nicely over the last year. One of the major risks for 
the department is with Mr Peter Liston being the only 
maxillofacial surgeon. He does a lot of work regionally 
and it would create a risk for Taranaki DHB if he was to 
leave.

With the addition of a receptionist in the community 
oral health clinic in Hawera, the DNA rate has improved 
markedly. The receptionist is doing a lot of follow-ups 
and she knows the community and knows a lot of the 
families which has helped.

Anaesthetics
In the main, the Anaesthetics department is working 
well. It is a pretty solid department with a low turnover 
of staff. The department has a good array of staff and 

CLINICAL BOARD UPDATE Clinical Board (Staff);

there are good outcomes for the registrars in that they 
tend to pass their exams the first time.

Recent challenges have included the introduction 
of new services and the compliance around ESPI 
targets. Additional lists have been added to achieve 
compliance.

The service was commended for their efforts in relation 
to sustainability ie. recycling as well as the use of 
“kinder” anaesthetic gases.

Pharmacology & Therapeutics Committees – 
Hospital and Community
Currently 45 percent of hospital protocols are out of 
date, it is a mammoth task to try and get them updated. 
This role comes under pharmacy however numerous 
areas use them. If only Pharmacy update them, there is 
a concern the protocols won’t work for other areas (for 
example, from a nursing point of view). Where possible, 
Taranaki DHB is adopting other DHB’s protocols such as 
Christchurch’s antibiotic protocol. The only issue that 
may arise from this is that they are a tertiary centre.

Clinical Records Committee
The Terms of Reference for this Committee are under 
review with the aim of creating a sub-committee 
focused only on ‘forms’. Meetings are currently 
dominated by forms review which then limits the time 
for the Committee to look at the holistic aspects.

One of the highlights over the past year has been the 
introduction of the Midlands Clinical Portal (MCP) – 
this is a vital step towards a fully integrated electronic 
health record.

Issues are still being experienced with electronic 
records being duplicated in paper, being kept in 
multiple locations and in multiple formats. This is not 
ideal. The transition started over 10 years ago and we 
are still in the transition phase. Another issue in relation 
to paper records is that the DHB is starting to get to 
a point where physical storage will be exhausted in a 
couple of years. If that point is reached we will need 
to look at either a new building for storage or offsite 
storage.

Advance Care Planning Steering Group
Dr Dianne Stokes presented the report on behalf of 
the Advance Care Planning Steering (ACP) Group and 
acknowledged Claudia Matthews in writing a large 
portion of the report which reflected the huge amount 
of work that Claudia has achieved. The Clinical Board 
offered their congratulations to Claudia and thanked 
her for progressing a lot of work in a short period of 
time.

An auditing programme to see the impact of ACP is 
going to be developed.

https://tdhb-intranet.hiq.net.nz/staff-stuff/clinical-board2/clinical-board
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Taranaki DHB staff are embracing new organisational values that were launched in May.

There are five Te Ahu Taranaki DHB values which 
define who we are as an organisation, the way we 
work with each other, our patients, whānau and 
external partners.

The new Te Ahu Taranaki DHB values are: 
• Partnership - Whanaungatanga 
• Courage - Manawanui 
• Empowerment - Mana motuhake 
• People matter - Mahakitanga 
• Safety - Manaakitanga

Chief Executive, Rosemary Clements says “The values 
exemplify the behaviours that Taranaki DHB staff 
want to see demonstrated by their colleagues. These 
values will help us to foster a culture that keeps 
partnership; courage; empowerment; safety and 
the fact that people really are what matter at the 
forefront of everything we do.” 

Posters, banners and table cards throughout 
Taranaki Base and Hawera hospitals display the 
bright circular values design created with some cultural direction from local artist Hemi Sundgren. 

Managers throughout the DHB were given an exclusive Te Ahu drink bottle to reward an employee who they felt exemplified one 
or more of the new values. Rosemary says “It’s important to celebrate our staff who go the extra mile, and showcase the good 
work and successes within our DHB.”

Taking on new Te Ahu 
Taranaki DHB Values

Celebrating our staff who go the extra mile
Rachel Matthews
Quality & Risk
Exemplifies: Partnership & people matter

Rachel was rewarded for assisting a patient who 
had not received notice of their appointment being 
changed. The patient arrived from Stratford and 
instead of being turned away Rachel worked hard 
to accommodate them and get them seen by an 
anaesthetist so their trip didn’t go to waste. She was 
supportive and treated the situation with compassion 
and respect.

Melissa O’Donnell
Health Care Assistant, Ward 3A
Exemplifies: Courage

Melissa was rewarded for showing 
courage to help establish the transit 
lounge pilot project which was 
struggling to be supported. She took 
a few early knocks, but bounced 
right back because she could see the 
potential of how the lounge would 
benefit both patients and staff. She took 
on the extra 
responsibility, 
and followed 
the guidelines 
and practice 
expectations to 
help make the 
transit lounge 
a success and 
deliver safer 
care.

Ai Ling Ng
ICT Services
Exemplifies: Partnership & courage

Ai Ling Ng was rewarded for working in collaboration 
with colleagues and stakeholders to ensure the job 
is always completed on time and to benefit hospital 
patients. She also demonstrates courage by accepting 
new challenges and encouraging others to excel. 
She has a positive attitude to learn and shares her 
knowledge with others.

Partnership
WHANAUNGATANGA
We work together to 
achieve our goals.

People matter
MAHAKITANGA
We value each other, our 
patients and whānau.

Courage
MANAWANUI
We have the courage to 
speak up and advocate 
for each other.

Safety
MANAAKITANGA
We provide excellent 
service in a safe and 
trusted environment.

Empowerment
MANA MOTUHAKE
We support each other to 
make the best decisions.
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To all of our fantastic nurses at Taranaki DHB…  

thank you for all your hard work, 365 days a year!

#IND2018 #internationalnursesday #taranakidhb #nursesrock #thankournurses #nursesarethebest 

#thankyou #nursesareawesome #thankanurse #nursesofinstagram #nursesofig #caringfortaranaki 

#healthytaranaki

20,727 likes
... for all the photos go to the Intranet - Staff Stuff - Photo Gallery

International Nurses Day 2018

In May Taranaki DHB celebrated all our fantastic 
nurses, midwifes and health care assistants 
as part of International Nurses Day and the 
International Day of the Midwife. 

Both days were a fantastic opportunity for nurses and 
midwives alike to celebrate the selfless care and support that 
they provide to patients and their whānau/families. 

Members of Taranaki DHB’s executive management team 
headed to the wards to personally thank those on duty at 
the coal face for the work they do. The walls of Base and 
Hawera hospitals were also decorated with posters depicting 
our patients expressing their gratitude to those health care 
assistants and nurses that had cared for them. 

Celebrating our nurses 
and midwives

Cath Byrne, Taranaki DHB’s director of nursing described 
Taranaki nurses, midwives and health care assistants as being 
incredibly innovative and she feels proud, confident and 
fortunate to be leading a workforce who have such a great 
deal of knowledge and expertise.

“Nursing and midwifery are extremely challenging but also 
tremendously rewarding careers. These are the people that are 
there when they are needed most and share some of the best 
and most difficult moments of a person’s life. It isn’t easy being 
a modern nurse, midwife or health care assistant. It requires 
compassion, a diverse skill set and determination to ensure 
safe and best practice,” says Cath.

Thank you to all our nurses, midwives and health care 
assistants for the difference you make and for your tireless 
commitment to do and be the best!
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In 12 months nurses...

46
average age

saw 49,395 ED presentations

attended 6469 operating theatre cases

made 44,172 district nursing visits

led 6886 outpatient appointments

114
nurses
hired over the 
last 12 months

Clinical Nurse 
Specialist (CNS)

Clinical Nurse 
Leader (CNL)

Clinical Nurse 
Educator (CNE)

Clinical 
Coordinators

66
senior nursing  

roles

average FTE

International

Nurses Day
2018

61
718

118
senior 
nurses

27
enrolled 
nurses

46
midwives

593
registered 

nurses

784
nurses
including senior nurses,  
enrolled nurses & casuals

“My stay has been 
enriched by the nursing 

input. It’s evident 
that you all have a 

passion for the work 
that you do. I know 

that patients following 
me will be rewarded 

with your passion and 
compassion”.

PATIENT FEEDBACK

“The nurses working in 
NNU provided loving 

care for my son and got 
him well enough to come 

home. He had the best 
care and was looked 

after as if he had many 
mothers. The work they 
do must be challenging 
but they do it with love!”

PATIENT FEEDBACK

“Thank you to the nursing care given 
to my mum. It’s been heart-warming 

and an important part of her recovery. 
It’s also helped me because I live 

overseas and it has given me great 
piece of mind - knowing she’s been 
treated with the upmost respect”. 

PATIENT FEEDBACK

“As a family we were comforted by 
the excellent care Trevor received 

from the nursing staff involved with 
him. The efforts that were made to 

try to alleviate his pain and to ensure 
his wellbeing is greatly appreciated.
We understand that nursing staff are 
under constant pressure but we will 
always be grateful for the manner 

in which he received the care he so 
richly deserved”.

PATIENT FEEDBACK
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Meet Oscar. He’s Taranaki DHB’s very 
own realistic simulated human who 
bleeds, breathes, blinks, has a heartbeat 
and can even talk. He acts as a patient 
with similar physiological responses 
to both the trauma suffered and the 
anaesthetic treatment.

It’s been a rough time for Oscar lately. 
Over the past few month’s he’s suffered 
a stab to the stomach and a cardiac 
arrest while being prepared in theatre 

New hi-tech
simulator
helps train
surgical teams

for a leg amputation. But through each 
scenario he has provided high level 
training that focusses on teamwork 
and communication for nurses, 
anaesthetists, anaesthetic technicians 
and surgeons in real time.

Oscar (an acronym for Organised 
Simulated Care and Response) is one of 
several highly realistic manikins that are 
central to a world-leading simulation 
programme called NetworkZ. This 
programme has been developed by 
Auckland University, funded by ACC and 
is being rolled out in DHB’s throughout 
the country.

Taranaki DHB Anaesthetist and 
Intensive care specialist, Dr Jonathan 
Albrett says, “NetworkZ aims to provide 
better outcomes in acute care. We 
are very fortunate to have Auckland 
University offering NetworkZ training 
which provides comprehensive 
instructor training from simulated 
procedures programmed to realistically 
depict a range of clinical situations in 
healthcare.”

Dr Albrett explains, “Oscar the manikin 
allows our surgical team to practise 
working collaboratively to manage 
an acute situation, using specific 
communication tools and techniques. 
These need to be practised to a high 
level in order to improve the safety and 
efficiency of care for our patients.”

NetworkZ prides itself on up to 
date research around attitudes and 
behaviour in theatre. NetworkZ Course 

Coordinator, Vaughan Holm says, “We 
work collaboratively with organisations 
such as ACC and the Health Quality and 
Safety Commission to improve multi-
disciplinary team functioning and safer 
healthcare delivery throughout New 
Zealand.”

Luckily for Oscar he lives to see another 
day, but what will his next scenario be?

Dr Jonathan Albrett, Taranaki DHB 
Anaesthetist and Intensive care specialist

Oscar in action

Surgical team training
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Taranaki DHB Meet and Greet volunteers from left: Joce Matthews, Janice Benton, Joan Madgwick outside the front entrance to Base Hospital’s 
Maternity ward and beside the hand rail that they helped get installed.

Meet Joan, Joce and Janice. These 
friendly faces are just three of the 
Taranaki DHB’s 16 Meet and Greet 
volunteers who give their time to help 
patients and visitors find their way 
around Taranaki Base to appointments 
and to visit friends and family.

Navigating the numerous corridors, 
wards and departments can be tricky. 
Luckily for our visitors these volunteers 
know the hospital like the back of their 
hand.

“We clock up a lot of steps helping 
people” says volunteer Joce Matthews 
who has been volunteering for five or 
more years. “I often find myself directing 
people from right around the other side 
of Mount Taranaki who haven’t been 
here before. Other days it’ll be helping 
new immigrants. It’s great. We meet and 
jolly so many different people along 

Meet and Greet
volunteers

their way and help them get to where 
they need to be”. 

“People are always grateful and 
appreciative. Especially when running 
late for an appointment or desperately 
on the look out for a toilet!” says 
Joan. Joan is a familiar face at Base 
Hospital. She manned the gift shop at 
the entrance for 14 years and began 
volunteering after it closed. “Each shift is 
different and being able to help people 
is incredibly rewarding. You feel trusted 
by the people and it’s not uncommon 
for new mothers to ask us to hold their 
babies while they juggle all sorts of 
luggage, baby gear and the loading 
of cars. We must look a lot like typical 
grandmothers!” laughs Joan.

Just like Joan and Joce, Janice Benton 
also loves being a Meet and Greet 
volunteer. So much so she even does it 

twice a week. “People don’t often read 
their appointment cards before heading 
to the hospital” she says. “But as soon as 
someone walks into the hospital with 
a referral card in their hand, we know 
by seeing the colour of the card exactly 
which department they need to head 
to”.

The Meet and Greet volunteers have 
also played a key role in helping get the 
handrail installed outside the maternity 
entrance to help people navigate the 
stairs safely. 

 “These very giving people have an 
incredibly positive impact on our DHB’s 
patient and visitor experience”, CE 
Rosemary Clements says. “Their smiles 
and help are appreciated. I think we 
are very lucky to have people like this 
giving back to our community, in such a 
valuable way!”
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Beat the bugs and  
Save ED for Emergencies

Save ED for Emergencies
For non-urgent health issues
- Call 0800 611 116
- Visit your GP or pharmacist
- Go to MediCross or Phoenix Urgent Doctors

If you arrive at ED with a non-urgent health 
concern, you may be redirected to a GP.

For serious and 
life threatening 
illness or injury 

go to ED

With the winter months ahead 
Taranaki DHB is once again 
reminding the community to 
‘Save ED for Emergencies.’

ED is for serious and life 
threatening illness or injury and 
right now, Taranaki’s Hospital 
Emergency Departments are 
working extra hard to treat all 
urgent and serious health issues 
like accidents, serious pain and 
trauma.

If you or your whānau have any non-urgent symptoms like 
ear ache, coughs and colds, or winter sports sprains and 
broken bones you can call Healthline (0800 611 116), visit a 
pharmacy, see your GP, visit MediCross or Phoenix or see a 
physio. Remember children under 13 are free at their GP.

Unfortunately the colder weather brings lots of winter ills 
and chills, so try to beat the bugs by keeping you and your 
whānau well.

Here are some winter tips 
to ‘Beat the bugs’

• Visit your GP for a winter wellness check up
• Get a flu shot
• Renew your prescriptions 
• Eat healthy – have your five plus a day of 

fruit and vegetables
• Keep warm, dress for the weather
• Keep up your exercise
• Wash your hands regularly
• Stay home from work or school if you’re sick
• Stay away from sick people

Beat the bugs this winter and 
‘Save ED for Emergencies.’
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SINGING…
GOOD FOR THE MIND, 
BODY AND SOUL

Taranaki Harmony Chorus

It should come as no surprise that scientists have shown that 
not only does singing in a choir make you feel good, it’s got 
health benefits too - heart rhythms improve, immunity is 
boosted and stress levels reduced to name just a few.

And when you add the benefit of social connection and the 
challenge of personal development, it’s no wonder so many 
DHB staff are members of Taranaki Harmony Chorus. 

The chorus is for women who love to sing. It’s affiliated 
with respected worldwide organisation Sweet Adeline 
International, whose members share a common passion 
for singing four part a cappella harmony in barbershop 
style. Different to many musical groups, choreography is 
incorporated (they call it showmanship!), and there are 
opportunities for top-notch coaching, performance and travel.

Can you spot a familiar face amongst a recent performance 
photo shoot? Dietitians, haematology, nursing, physiotherapy, 
public health, admin and hospital management – past and 
present - are all represented. 

Sara Knowles joined the chorus nearly two years ago following 
an invitation from former dietitian, Gillian Gonthier, and has 
loved every minute. She says “It had been years since I had 
sung in a choir. Performing in public puts me right out of my 
comfort zone, but I face that challenge knowing that I have the 
support of the amazing women around me. Singing is a great 
stress releaser and the chorus is such a fun group to be part of.”

If you’re looking for something good for your mind, body and 
soul, as well as meeting new friends, then maybe the chorus 
is for you. They meet every Wednesday from 7pm. For more 
information contact Sara on 021 173 2699 or head along and 
see for yourself!
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Creating a comfortable family-friendly space for breastfeeding 
and bottle feeding parents and staff with young children was 
the mandate for a recent renovation project at Taranaki DHB.

A true team effort was required to design the new Parent Zone 
space for whānau and staff at Taranaki Base Hospital, including 
style advice from Cat Glass and Jeremy Hill, who featured on 
TV3’s The Block, in 2015.

With a touch of fame and great collaboration between the 
Taranaki Health Foundation (THF) and a Taranaki DHB project 
team the new space easily came together. Led by Taranaki 
DHB’s service improvement advisor, Mary Bird, the project was 
also supported by Debbie Wright, Philip Olckers and whānau 
representative Christine Strydom. 

Mary Bird says, “We are delighted with the revamp of the old 
existing parenting room. We have achieved a fabulous new 
and private space for families to enjoy. It’s a place where they 
can care for their babies and children in comfort and style too.”

THF was fortunate to secure sponsorship through a local 
partnership with RJ Eagar, a well-known Taranaki-owned 
furniture and home design store. Securing this business 
sponsorship allowed many of the large ticket items to be 
achieved, including new carpet, new furniture and window 
treatments. 

THF general manager Bry Kopu says, “We were thrilled to be 
able to connect Taranaki businesses to this worthy cause; 
it is a win-win situation for everyone. RJ Eagar’s generous 
sponsorship has made this project a reality and we are very 
grateful for their enthusiasm. It is wonderful that whānau 
and visitors will have a calm, family friendly space to take 

their children when visiting the hospital and waiting for 
appointments.” 

Mary Bird reveals, “We listened to the feedback from parents 
who frequent the hospital and they wanted the new parent 
room to feel warm and welcoming, not like a waiting room. It is 
breastfeeding and express-friendly with a functioning curtain 
and lock, it offers comfy seating with a power socket nearby 
and a table at arms reach. And let’s not forget the lovely play 
corner for toddlers while mothers are feeding.”

Since opening in December 2017 the new Parent Zone has 
been a hive of activity, providing the comfort for parents, staff 
and whānau that it set out to. Maree Vesseur and daughter 
Remi were grateful for the Parent Zone at their recent hearing 
screening appointment. Maree says, “The room was a great 
bright and welcoming space to escape to with a little one. I also 
really like that there are toys that can help entertain toddlers.” 

New visitors will find the Parent Zone located off the main 
corridor on Level 2, between the Outpatients and Maternity 
departments. 

Mother Maree Vesseur 
and daughter Remi 
(born 13 May 2018)

“We have achieved a fabulous new and 
private space for families to enjoy, where 
they can offer their babies and children the 
support they need.”

Base Hospital’s new

PARENT ZONE
for whānau and staff

From left to right: Mary Bird (Operations manager and project lead), 
Christine Strydom (Taranaki DHB family advocate),  
Bry Kopu (Taranaki Health Foundation general manager),  
Siobahn (Sponsor: The Decorator Centre) and Toni Lewis (Sponsor: 
Kidszone Preschool and Nursery)
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TARANAKI HEALTH 
FOUNDATION UPDATE

Fundraising is not always about dollars and cents
The Taranaki Health Foundation (THF) is always looking for 
creative ways to engage with communities to make projects 
happen in the region. This year we were thrilled that Kidszone 
Pre-School and Nursery in Bell Block, came up with a fun event 
to encourage a ‘culture of giving’ by holding a dress-up ‘Book 
Drive’ for the new Parent Zone. Staff and children aged 2-4 
years were encouraged to dress up and bring in their favourite 
book to share with children visiting Taranaki Base Hospital. 

Owner, Toni Lewis read about the project in The Midweek 
and thought what a great ‘time-out’ initiative for whānau 
and families who are visiting loved ones. “We put our heads 
together and came up with a fun educational idea that the 
pre-schoolers were very proud of. We collected over 80 books 
and have dropped them off to the Foundation.” 

General manager, Bry Kopu says, “It is this kind of generosity 
and thinking outside of the box that makes all the difference 
to small scale projects like the Parent Zone. Taranaki people 
are very kind and it is so rewarding connecting great people to 
great causes”.

Kidszone Pre-School and Nursery

Major Sponsor: Michael Eagar (RJ Eagar) and Adrian Sole (Chair, Taranaki 
Health Foundation) celebrate the completion of the Parents Zone

SAVE THE DATE: 
27 OCTOBER 2018 

It’s official… You are invited to ‘save the date’  
for the annual Taranaki DHB Ball
Plans are underway for the 2018 Taranaki DHB Ball, so please mark in 
your diaries, clear your schedules and encourage your colleagues to 
do the same. This year the house officers are working with the Taranaki 
Health Foundation to deliver a fantastic evening with a spectacular 
theme, delicious food and fun entertainment. More event information 
is to follow very soon, with tickets on sale mid- July.

If you have any questions feel free to contact Bry Kopu anytime  
bry.kopu@tdhb.org.nz 

To officially thank ‘sponsors’ THF hosted a small afternoon tea 
to reveal their ‘donor recognition’ board and give thanks to 
all for their time, energy and passion. Bry reveals, “We have a 
number of other small projects on the go so watch this space 
for the next area to be renovated.”

Save
the

date
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Meet Joe Gray
Taranaki DHB’s new chaplain

Sarah Ormrod from the Communications 
Team sat down with Joe Gray Taranaki 
District Health Board’s new hospital chaplain 
to learn more about the born and bred 
Taranaki local, and the journey that has 
lead him back from Australia and into a 
role ensconced in helping people in our 
community.

As hospital chaplain Joe provides spiritual 
care and support to patients, family members 
and staff when they are ill or going through a 
challenging time.

Growing up Joe attended St John Bosco and then Francis Douglas Memorial College. 
As a teenager he was a familiar face on the Tukapa Rugby fields or at Fitzroy Surf Club. 
Surf lifesaving was his passion and Joe was the first lifeguard appointed to Fitzroy beach 
by New Plymouth District Council in the seventies. Until recently you could still find Joe 
patrolling and competing on the beaches in Adelaide. 

When he’s not at the hospital you’re most likely to find Joe turning over dirt and growing 
vegetables in the garden, using his trade doing bathroom renovations, enjoying the 
coastal walkway or FaceTime-ing his children and grandkids still in Australia. 

Read on to find out more about Joe….

Tell us about your career 
journey and how it’s lead 
you to this role?
After leaving school I began a 32 year 
career in the plumbing and gas fitting 
industry in New Plymouth, Inglewood 
and Stratford. Plumbing is a great trade 
and I’ve kept my hand in it to provide 
for our family as we’ve worked through 
different seasons in our life. 

In the 1990s my wife Michele and I 
moved to the Waikato to run Youth 
Camps for two years with our young 
family. When Michele’s health forced us 
to leave this rewarding work I decided 
to go to Australia to attend Bible 
College. 

I guess you could say I answered a 
call to become equipped for the work 
of faith. I pastored in a church for 15 
years and am fully equipped with a 
Bachelors Degree in Christian Ministries 
and certificates in counselling. When 
Michele and I arrived back in Taranaki 
the role of hospital chaplain was being 
advertised. 

What’s been particularly 
memorable or rewarding for 
you in your first six months?
There’s been many unforgettable 
and fulfilling moments. Seeing and 
participating with God, who is at work 
in our hospital, is extremely rewarding. 
It is also satisfying whenever the role 
of chaplain is recognised and invited to 
be included. Similarly receiving positive 
feedback about how valuable the 
service of the chaplain has been from 
people is also incredibly gratifying. 

I’m also proud of the fact that Taranaki 
has trained 11 new volunteers in the 
last four months. This is giving the 
chaplaincy work right across the region 
a great boost. 

Do you have any particular 
plans or priorities for the 
coming year?
Absolutely - there is lots on the cards. 
We’re planning to continue to build the 
team of volunteer chaplaincy assistants 
at Taranaki DHB by training up more 
chaplaincy volunteers to join our roster.

In addition to this we are also looking 
to reshape our local chaplaincy support 
team so we’re ready to engage in future 
challenges health services may face.

On a personal note I am looking 
forward to getting back into learning 
mode in the second half of the year 
when I’ll be studying Clinical Pastoral 
Education (CPE). 

Taranaki DHB 
Chaplaincy Services 
We know that coming into hospital 
can cause people to feel anxious and 
sometimes lonely.

We encourage people to contact us 
for support at any time during their 
stay and we will come to them. A 
chaplain is available 24-hours-a-day 
to help people and their families. 

Find us: The Taranaki Base Hospital 
Chapel is on Level 2 near Orthotics.

Contact: Joe.Gray@tdhb.org.nz or 
phone (06) 753 6139

What attracted you to this 
role ?
The opportunity to serve the individuals 
and families of Taranaki at a time 
when they are most vulnerable and 
their circumstances seem difficult was 
certainly appealing. I knew being a 
chaplain would allow me to support 
all people in the hospital environment, 
not just people of faith. In saying that, 
having a chance to represent the face of 
the Christian voice to help people was 
also an incentive.

What are you enjoying most 
about your role as hospital 
chaplain?
Being a team player is important to me, 
so I’m enjoying supporting the wider 
health community to join with doctors, 
nurses, health workers and social 
agencies in a holistic team approach to 
care. People struggling with illness and 
their families are often in need of wrap 
around support so it is rewarding to all 
pitch in together; each practicing our 
unique skills and training. 
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Community unites 
to help improve 
health of Taranaki children

The health of Taranaki children 
was at the heart of an Activity 
and Nutrition Aotearoa (ANA) 
regional forum held in New 
Plymouth in April this year.

A range of delegates attended the 
forum called ‘Taranaki: where healthy 
children can flourish,’ including parents, 
education, health, district council, 
hospitality and iwi from around the 
maunga as well as nationally and 
internationally acclaimed experts from 
outside the region.

Taranaki-based paediatrician Dr Yvonne 
Anderson said it was vital to hold the 
forum in Taranaki because society is 
failing the health and wellbeing of our 
children. “Taranaki is the second most 
affected region in New Zealand for 
childhood obesity – almost 20 per cent, 
or 4,500 children. Nationally, 99,000 
children are affected. By the age of five 
Taranaki children have, on average, 1.6 
teeth which are decayed, missing or 
have a filling. These alarming statistics 
need to be addressed by a positive, 
collaborative community-led initiative.” 

The ANA regional forum brought 
people together to address the food 
and physical environment of children 
and young people in the region, 
explains Dr Anderson. “The weight 
of evidence shows we’re becoming 
excessive about how often we ‘treat’ 
our children with food and the portion 
sizes they receive, and many parents 
are asking for change. It’s not just one 
lollipop anymore.

Children and young people live 
in families, and families live in 
communities. We have many families 
trying hard to make healthy lifestyle 
changes, but if the community they 
live in is obesity-promoting, then 
the changes they make will not be 
persistent,” Yvonne explanis.

Taranaki already has a number of 
successful health and wellbeing 
initiatives working for families in the 
community, including Taranaki Toa 
and Whānau Pakari which have gained 
national recognition. 

An emerging consensus among 
researchers is that a reduction in 
physical activity, increased access to 

“Taranaki is the 
second most affected 
region in New 
Zealand for childhood 
obesity”

“We’re becoming excessive 
about how often we ‘treat’ 
our children with food”

Watch the ANA regional forum video online at www.tdhb.org.nz 
(search for ANA regional forum)

food and drink with added sugar, issues 
with food security, and an increase in 
screen time is leading to unacceptable 
rates of children affected with obesity, 
and weight-related health issues. “As 
a society we need to work to ensure 
that systems support the healthy 
choice being the easy choice” says Dr 
Anderson.

Forum guest speaker Professor Boyd 
Swinburn, professor of population 
nutrition and global health, and 
co-chair of the Lancet Commission 
on Obesity said it was great to see 
the Taranaki community coming 
together to improve the food and 
activity environments for its children. 
“Such leadership is urgently needed in 
New Zealand, and Taranaki has many 
strengths to draw upon for such a 
collective effort for healthier children,” 
he said.

Taranaki-based Paediatrician 
Dr Yvonne Anderson

Professor of population nutrition and global 
health, Professor Boyd Swinburn

http://www.tdhb.org.nz/services/whanau_pakari.shtml
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Need help with your child’s carseat? 
Qualified technicians are available to help!

FREE 
CAR SEAT 
CLINICS
STARTING FROM JUNE 2018

1st Thursday of 
every month

New Plymouth 
• 9am-12pm New Plymouth 

West Baptist Church carpark, 144 South Road

• 1pm-4pm Bell Bock 
Northpoint Baptist Church carpark, 116 Mangati Road

2nd Thursday of 
every month

Stratford
• 10am-1pm 

War Memorial Hall carpark, Miranda Street

3rd Thursday of 
every month

Waitara 

• 10am – 1pm 
Mahia Mai A Whai Tara carpark, 8 Warre Street

4th Thursday of 
every month

Hawera 
• 10am-1pm 

Hawera Presbyterian Church carpark, 35 Argyle Street

No appointment needed

For more information check out Kidsafe Taranaki Trust’s 
Facebook page - www.facebook.com/KidsafeTaranaki 
Or contact New Plymouth Injury Safe on 027 227 6277
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Shirley McMahon has seen a lot of changes in her 40 years working in 
administration for Taranaki DHB. The organisation has changed names 
several times, buildings have come and gone, so have managers. 
Technology and uniforms have both had major upgrades too. But 
throughout it all there has been one constant for Shirley – the great 
people she’s worked with!

Shirley says her colleagues and the patients are the main reason 
she loves her busy reception role in Occupational Therapy (OT)/
Physiotherapy. “It’s working with such good people that keeps you 
going.”

Shirley was acknowledged for her four decades of hard work with an 
afternoon tea on 8 May 2018, exactly 40 years to the day she started as 
an office junior at Barrett Street Hospital. She’s also worked at Stratford 
Hospital and later back at the DHB in Purchasing, Payroll and Pharmacy 
before starting in the OT department in 1992.

“I used to wear a blue button up tunic dress in the early days, but I’m 
glad we’ve upgraded to trousers now. I also used to type on an old 
black underwood typewriter, technology has certainly come a long 
way,” she says.

Through all the highs and lows Shirley has showed professionalism, 
dedication and a genuine passion for the job. Taranaki DHB 
acknowledges her hard work and says thank you.

Shirley McMahon –  
long service afternoon tea

Shirley isn’t the only one!
Taranaki DHB would also like to acknowledge and thank a handful of long serving orderlies and cleaning staff for their hard work 
and loyalty.

Working in healthcare is a passion and for some staff this is evident in just how long they have been working, not only in this 
industry, but also at our DHB.

Long serving orderies Andrew Stewart (25 years), Dean Moore  
(10 years) and Kerry Pool (35 years) are pictured with Gloria Crossley 
(operations manager, support services). Absent John Arden (40 years)

Long serving Taranaki DHB cleaners Evelyn Murfitt (Dot) (20 years) 
and Jane Hedberg (30 years)
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Taranaki Together, a Healthy Community
Taranaki Whanui He Rohe Oranga

Taranaki Health 
Action Plan
2017-2020

The Health 
Action 

Plan 
helping to 

shape future 
services

Each focus area lead will be pulling together a small group to work on the objectives and from the first quarter of 
the 18/19 year we will be reporting on progress against the focus areas in The Dose and on the intranet - Wilson. 
If you have any queries please contact Project Manager, Kerry-Ann Adlam (kerry-ann.adlam@tdhb.org.nz).

Focus area 1

Help our people 
to live well, stay 

well and get 
well. 

Becky Jenkins 
(GM Planning 
and Funding)

Focus area 1.1

Develop a 
prioritised, 

targeted and 
patient centred 
health literacy 

plan. 

Ngawai Henare 
(GM Māori 

Health)

Focus area 2

Integrate our 
care models 

through a 
one team, 

one system 
approach. 

Becky Jenkins 
(GM Planning 
and Funding)

Focus area 3

Using our 
community 

resources 
to support 

hospital 
capacity. 

Gill Campbell 
(Chief Operating 

Officer)

Focus area 4

Use analytics 
to drive 

improvements 
in value. 

Luis Silva 
(Business 

Intelligence 
Reporting and 
Development 

Manager)

Focus area 5

Develop a 
capable, 

sustainable 
workforce. 

Martin Price 
(GM People and 

Capability)

Focus area 6

 Improve access, 
efficiency, 

and quality of 
care through 

uptake of new 
technologies. 

Steven 
Parrish (Chief 
Information 

Officer)

The Health Action Plan (HAP) 
describes a 10-year vision for 
our local health system and 
how we’re going to achieve 
this vision. At the centre of 
the vision are our patients, 
whānau and community, who 
depend on our expertise, 
care, compassion and 
support.

 

The HAP was developed in 
collaboration with Te Whare 
Punanga Korero (TWPK) Trust 
and primary and community 
care providers as well as 
Taranaki DHB staff and it 
deliberately pursues a new 
approach with the eventual 
adoption of new models of 
care, workforce roles and 
technologies. 

Since June 2017 we have 
undertaken a number of 
projects to achieve the HAP 
objectives including; Project 
Connect - The integration 
project connecting 
Taranaki’s health services; 
the development of a health 
literacy plan; a refresh of the 
organisational values – Te 
Ahu Taranaki DHB Values; 
and a Taranaki Health Ageing 

Strategy that has now been 
completed. These are only 
a few of the many projects 
we have on the go at the 
moment as part of the HAP. 
Earlier this month a small 
working group was formed to 
take responsibility for each of 
the focus areas and progress 
the objectives within these 
areas. Those involved include:
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Official Information

Act requests

Official Information Act (OIA) requests are part 
of a District Health Boards business as usual 
activities. Taranaki DHB receives a constant 
number of requests each month which we 
manage responses to. 

We have a vigorous process around management 
of our OIAs and this is coordinated through the 
Chief Executive’s office. Executive Management 
Team (EMT) members are allocated OIA requests 
and are tasked with answering the OIA by 
sourcing information from their respective teams 
and services. All final responses are viewed by 
Chief Executive Rosemary Clements before 
sending back to the requestor. 

An important aspect of an OIA request is to 
ensure that a response is provided within 20 
working days. DHBs are required to report 
regularly on their OIA management and we have 
consistently been improving our results over 
recent years. 

During the last reporting period we are pleased 
to report that of the 51 OIAs we received, only 
one response was provided outside the 20 
working days. OIA reporting details are published 
by the State Services Commission.

It is vitally important that we maintain a robust 
process around our OIA management although 
not everyone may be aware of the correct 
process. The first question that is often asked 
about OIAs is ‘when does a question become an 
OIA’?

Generally OIA requests are received by email and 
are directed to the Chief Executive, Corporate 
Contacts, Communications Team or Customer 
Services. There are also instances when people 
may contact DHB staff directly requesting specific 
information. Of course questions are asked to us 
every day and are often managed as business 

as usual. However, if you are asked a question or 
specific information is sought that falls outside 
of your business as usual activity, or sourcing 
the information will require searching out data 
that can take additional time, seek guidance 
from your manager. Further discussion can 
follow and a decision will be made whether the 
request should be managed as an OIA request. 
The requestor or the actual request can then 
be directed through to the Chief Executive’s 
office. It is important that this is done early after 
the request is received as the 20 working days 
response timeline starts when the request is 
received, not when it is decided that the request 
needs to be treated as OIA. It is also important 
to note that the requestor of official information 
does not need to say that their request is an OIA. 
However it is our responsibility to ascertain if 
their request should be managed as an OIA and 
follow the process appropriately (as explained 
above).

The NZ Government has a focus of ensuring 
transparency and openness in the availability 
and sharing of information with a number of 
Government departments already publishing 
their OIA responses. DHBs will be following this 
practice and this is likely to commence later this 
year. If you have any questions regarding the OIA 
process please contact Jenny McLennan  
Jenny.McLennan@tdhb.org.nz

... and the important role they play

In
 th

e last six months

OIA requests
were received

51
That’s 

nearly two 
per week

mailto:Jenny.McLennan%40tdhb.org.nz?subject=
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Dr Lucy Hinton is the recipient of this 
year’s New Zealand Association of 
General Surgeons (NZAGS) award for 
the best registrar presentation from a 
provincial center. 

The award in memory of Damien 
Mosquera recognises excellence in 
research in provincial hospitals.

Mr Mosquera was a highly respected 
and popular vascular and general 
surgeon at Taranaki DHB from 2002 – 
2014. Sadly he died aged 54 in 2014 
from a brain tumour. During Damien’s 
time at Taranaki Base Hospital surgical 
training was significantly enhanced 
because he established a strong 
research profile for the general surgery 
department which continues today. 

Taranaki DHB’s new vascular surgeon 
Murray Cox says, “Damien was highly 
regarded by all in the vascular surgical 
community in New Zealand. I knew 
Damien well so it’s a particular privilege 
and responsibility to take over his 
role and to provide a vascular surgery 

service at the high standard that he 
developed it to. It has also made Lucy’s 
success even more poignant.

The award prize is funded by Taranaki 
DHB’s general surgeons – it’s one 
way the team are able to perpetuate 
Damien’s legacy in a meaningful way,” 
says Dr Cox. 

Lucy’s presentation was titled “The 
Reintroduction of Vascular Surgery 
at Taranaki Base Hospital - Cultural 
Changes to Elective List Management.” 

Lucy explained just how challenging 
it is to implement a new clinical 
service in a smaller DHB like Taranaki. 
The presentation also identified that 
vascular surgery patients require a 
unique mix of emergency and elective 
operations, when compared to other 
surgical specialities. “It demonstrated 
that to meet the regions needs with a 
single surgical consultant that Taranaki 
DHB needed to significantly change 
how it managed the vascular elective 
list.”

Murray said Lucy was great to work 
with on this project. “The quality of 
presentations at the conference was 
high so it was an excellent effort 
from her to win this award. Providing 
a vascular service with a high acute 
workload and a single consultant 
is complex. It requires significant 
collaboration between me and my 
general surgical and anaesthetic 
colleagues at Taranaki DHB, as well as 
with the regional vascular service at 
Waikato DHB. Everyone involved has 
been committed to the reintroduction 
of this service and Lucy’s work has 
really helped to consolidate some key 
elements of this collaboration.”

Lucy adds, “Winning the award felt great 
and it was nice to be able to positively 
represent Taranaki DHB after being 
given so many opportunities while 
working there.”

Lucy spent two years at Taranaki Base 
Hospital, one year as an anaesthetic 
registrar and another year as a surgical 
registrar. She is now working at 
Tauranga Hospital and is focusing on 
her application to the advanced training 
scheme for general surgery.

Highly regarded surgeon’slegacy lives on

Murray Cox and Lucy Hinton

IN MEMORY OF

Damien Mosquera
25 May 1959 - 21 May 2014
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Collaboration key to 
cervical screening 
improvements

A woman who hadn’t had a smear in 
24 years was finally encouraged to 
following a successful campaign to 
improve cervical screening results for 
priority women in Taranaki, including 
Maori, Pacific and Asian women.

Robyn Maxwell, Taranaki DHB Regional 
Register Coordinator Screening Unit, 
says community collaboration was vital 
to prevent more cases ending up like 
this woman’s one. “In 2015, Taranaki 
DHB saw the cervical screening data 
for priority women take a dramatic 
drop, which was really disappointing. 
We decided to make a commitment to 
improve these low rates and worked 
with other health providers to get more 
women screened.”

Over the next three years the DHB’s 
Regional Screening Unit worked 

alongside contractor Tui Ora, Ngati 
Ruanui and other health providers 
to broaden the awareness of cervical 
screening in Taranaki and increase 
uptake. Robyn says “Through 
collaboration we were able to reach 
new networks and work in different 
communities which we’d never had 
access to before.”

Robyn believes the key to cervical 
screening success is being able to 
engage in the correct conversation 
with women. “Providing the correct 
information and delivering this in a 
way that engages woman is really 
important.”

Maori, Pacific and Asian women 
were given more opportunities to 
be screened for free. Nurses phoned, 
visited, provided transport to clinics, 

sent promotional letters and made 
clinic bookings for women. A night 
clinic was also offered which was hugely 
popular and the biggest success of the 
project. A number of incentives were 
used to encourage women to have 
a smear, including T-shirts, cervical 
screening singlets, pens, notepads and 
grocery vouchers.

Robyn says “The partnerships we 
created to deliver this campaign have 
really been the success to the positive 
cervical screening result in the Taranaki 
region, especially for Maori women. 
We’ve seen a significant increase in 
priority smears over the last three years 
and our smear takers deserve a gold 
star for this”.

Regional 
Screening Unit 
from left: Jodi 
Spencer, Kerryn 
Smith, Wendy 
McCormick, Calyn 
James,  Robyn 
Maxwell
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In brief
Hapū Wānanga launched
Taranaki DHB’s Māori Health team has launched an exciting 
kaupapa Māori birth education programme for pregnant 
women and their whānau called Hapū Wānanga. Independent 
midwives Tawera Trinder and Sharron Wipiti will facilitate the 
workshops, offering information about pregnancy, birth and 
raising tamariki. 

For more details go to our website  
www.tdhb.org.nz/services/maori_health/hapu-wananga.shtml

Police get protection
It was great to see Taranaki Police going the extra mile to 
protect themselves and our community by getting immunised 
against the flu in time for winter. Senior Constable Bruce 
McIntosh is in the hot seat for his flu jab while Sergeant Jeff 
McGrath waits patiently for his vaccination.

Knitting for Maternity
Heatherlea Rest Home residents Patsy Conroy, Lorna Snowden 
(herself once a preterm baby), Lynne Robertson and Alicia 
Saunders have kindly knitted blankets for new born babies 
and donated them to the Maternity Ward.

Pictured below from left to right are Cat Balderstone (midwife), 
Rachel Way (midwife), Lorna Snowden, Patsy Conroy, and, 
Amanda Antoine (Taranaki DHB clinical midwife manager).

Parents Hub at WOMAD
Taranaki DHB provided a Parent Hub space for families/
whānau again this year to relax and retreat from the warm 
sun whilE they enjoyed WOMAD. Couches, lamps and tables 
donated by the New Plymouth Hospice shop were set up 
inside a tent to create the hub and maternity staff were on 
hand to discuss any questions parents’ had about their baby or 
one that might be planned or on the way.

http://www.tdhb.org.nz/services/maori_health/hapu-wananga.shtml
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Getting creative for 
Immunisation Week
To highlight the importance of 
Immunisation Week local pharmacies 
and GP practices were challenged 
with getting creative and making a 
display to promote this year’s theme, 
‘Immunisation for Older People.’ 
Congratulations to Stratford’s Avon 
Medical Centre who were the winners, 
well done team!

Pink Shirt Day 2018
Taranaki DHB finance and 
communications staff wore pink 
clothing to celebrate Pink Shirt Day on 
May 18 making a stand together against 
bullying. Pink Shirt Day aims to create 
schools, workplaces and communities 
where all people feel safe, valued and 
respected regardless of age, sex, gender 
identity, sexual orientation, ability, or 
cultural background.

250 pairs of 
pyjamas donated 
to Taranaki DHB’s 
Children’s Ward
The Children’s Ward received an 
amazing donation of 200 pairs of 
pyjamas and a mix of another 50 
different types of sleep wear for older 
children and babies. The donation 
came from the New Plymouth Central 
Women’s Institute with support from 
The Warehouse. Institute members 
presented clinical nurse specialist Jason 
Burns and staff with the special delivery. 
This awesome donation will go a long 
way towards helping many children.

http://www.wi.org.nz/
http://www.wi.org.nz/
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on
mind?your

Worries

EAP can help you

Free, confidential support for staff and whānau

Employee Assistance Programme
0800 787 2867

Intranet > Staff Stuff > Workplace Wellness > Employee Assistance Programme


